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Art Songs
Art-as-Art (1983)

Shiny black pictures that hide out of light
Ad’s funny poems are such a delight
Green comes up green
wherever its seen
Art-as-art
Scratches in darkness in rooms painted white
Let’s read about it and call it a night
Concepts are concepts
When do we start?
Art-as-art
Get drunk, take acid and walk through a garden
Paint fences and streetlights and sign ‘em when they harden
Colors aren’t colors
after they dry
Art-as-art
Sharp angles
No tangles
Triangles
A square
Lines that cross
Heavy gloss
Those drippings look like dental floss
Fore and fro
Here we go
Spread that paint
Put it where it ain’t
Water it down
Thicken it up
Mix it in your coffee cup
TV and movies, they’re messing up our heads
Sexual encounters are messing up our beds
Shave your head, paint your bed
Purify us as we’re led to
Art-as-art
© 1983 volsap Music, Amsterdam

Art Songs
Reinhardt Paints a Picture (1991)
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Ad Reinhardt was born on Christmas Eve
born out of daylight
on the eve of the entry of Europe into the First World War
The year the cubists peaked
the birth of abstract art
modern art moved into America like a Avro
called itself, the ‘Armory Show’
Laid down the rules at the port of New York
set up shop in Chicago
wound up in Boston, well,
lil’ Ad smelled ‘em burning Matisse.
I grabbed my Sony, I showed up his loft
where Wavery Place meets Lower Broadway.
I said, “Let me ask you a couple of questions.”
“You were a vanguard pre-abstract expressionist in the late
thirties.
You were a vanguard abstract-expressionist by forty-four.
You were a vanguard post-abstract expressionist when the
fifties rolled around.”
“Speak into the condenser mic,
you’ve been doing these things since ‘I like Ike.’?”
“Yes,” he said.
“You were the first painter to kick the vanguard thing?”
‘Yes,” he said.
‘You were the first painter to read the whole ‘I Ching’?”
‘Yes,” he said.
I pointed to some rags full of paint on the floor.
“Are these rags here your paint rags? Do you use them anymore?”
“Yes,” he said.
“You’re using Bocour? You’re using Belgian linen?
These bottles over here, are these the ones you mix in?’
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Sleep (1984)

6
“Yes,” he said.
“You went around the world once?’
“Yes,” he said.
“Paris to Peking?”
“Yes,” he said.
Your stomach really curled once Andy make the scene.
Its a fact, Jack, that at the Factory
they got art, TV, top 40 chart
they don’t feel guilty
Its a fact, Jack, that at the Factory
they got Pop Art, they’re popping reds
cameras rolling above their beds.
Red and blue, ‘52, monochrome, symmetrical.
Matte black, 5 X 5, anti-dialectical.
You’re a pioneer, you’re a prophet.
One of the few, isn’t it true
who always knew how to hawk it?
“Are you still saying that ‘art-as-art dogma?
The new stuff looks like old stuff I’ve read.
Are you still saying that what you been saying
is the only thing an artist can say that needs to said?”
“Yes,” he said.
“There’s nothing else to say?”
“No,” he said. “That’s all for today.”

7

I was born through a circle;
circle on a blackboard.
Hands up.
Oh, bell’s ringing.
This is my room but I can’t sleep.
There’s a bracket to my right
and a bracket to my left.
Hands up.
Oh, who’s counting?
This is my room but I can’t sleep.
Can’t sleep, can’t sleep, can’t sleep. (repeat 3x)
All my lines, all my numbers.
I’m so connected but I can’t sleep.
This is a world of no change.
This is a world of ‘this-is-it.’
One swipe.
Oh, I’d be happy.
This is my vision but its never complete.
I am not some goto.
No need to be jumping lines.
Two after one.
One after nothing.
It’s not a living but its living to me.
No need to be jumping lines.
No need to be computing no sines.
Two after one.
One after nothing.
This is my vision but I can’t sleep.
Can’t sleep, can’t sleep, can’t sleep. (repeat 3x)
All my lines, all my numbers.
This is my room but I can’t - -.
I was born on a white wall;
grid in a big hall.
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Window Blow-Out (1991)
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Laid out in a series
‘n counted out.
Counted out and counted in around SoHo.
Rather be a line among lines of lines.
Six thousand, two hundred and fifty-five lines.
Line after line after line after line after
line after line after line after line after
line after line after line after line after
line after line after line after line after line.
No reason to think to straight ahead.
No reason at all.
Jumping to conclusions that logic can’t reach.
I was born on a white wall.
Well-lit or not lit at all.
His process is mystic, mechanical.
Hard to pin him down
when a word is not a word.
x is a line, why is now out-of-mind.
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Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. (2X)
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. (2X)
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.

I was born on a blackboard;
blackboard, it was full of sines.
A is to B,
five days a week.

Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. (2X)
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.

This is a world of no change.
This is a world of ‘this-is-it.’
One swipe.
Oh, I’d be happy.

Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.

I am not some goto.
No need to be jumping lines.
Two after one.
One after nothing.
This is my vision.
This is my division.
All us lines-our days are numbered.
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Window Blow-Out, Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out. (6X)
Sometime, its not enough to make it.
Sometime, its better, baby, to break it.
Sometime, its better to blow it out:
mark it out, cut it up, throw it out.
Somedays, its not enough to fake it.
This world, sometime you gotta shake it.
Put the piece on release, say a little mass,
take aim on the pane and spread a little glass.

Master Bop Blaster
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Why build up new buildings
when you got the old ones still around?
Who fucked up my skyline
with another high-rent high-rise?
Why build up new buildings
when you got the old ones still around?
What a sorry sight for my blood-shot eyes.
My blood-shot eyes (2X)
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
Somedays, its not enough to fake it.
This world, sometime you gotta shake it.
Don’t wanna hear no lecture on modern architecture.
Urban decay, well, its okay.
All that’s new ain’t fit to blueprint. (repeat ad lib)
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out. Window
Blow-Out.
Window-Blow-Out, Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out (12X)
Window Blow-Out, Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out. Window
Blow-Out.
Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out. Window Blow-Out.
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Don’t get your facts erroneous
The master bop blaster was named Thelonious
Thelonious Monk was the original gangster
Diabolic with the melodic and a rhythm-a-ning prankster
So don’t get faked by the copies; they’re the phoniest
The master bop blaster was named Thelonious
He could stop a Trane with a single chord
Make you feel like a Newcomber with a fast run down the
keyboard
Some cats were just handing out flash
Those copping Tatum, well, Monk just ate ‘em
They broke out ‘round midnight in a rash
Nice work if he played behind your solo
But if you blew cliché it was a no-go
He’d drop an angular line in flawless time
And it was shown that what you’d blown was copped from
another fellow
Played between the cracks
At high sp eed could relax
Chatter always ceased for a solo from the Priest
‘cause the tension of the invention never slacked
So if you happen upon a place called Minton’s
Wind up in one of those historical sit-ins
Check out the guy taking out changes like he’s taking out
Chinese
The traditional cats found it felonious
The way he put two chords together, well, it wasn’t Platonious
But what would you expect from a one-member sect
Hard to catch his name in this din
T-h-e-l-o-n-i-o-u-s, I’ll say it again
Don’t get your facts erroneous
The master bop blaster was named Thelonious
Thelonious Monk was the original gangster
Diabolic with the melodic and a rhythm-a-ning prankster
So don’t get faked by the copies; they’re the phoniest
The master bop blaster was named Thelonious
© 1992 voLsap Music, Amsterdam
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Media

M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A (6X)
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
always there, they really care, they make us feel OK
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
always there, they really care, they make us feel OK
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
check that feed in our hour of need; we got 24 a day
M is for market share, they share what’s good for us
E is for efficiency and
D is data crush
I is for identity, what makes us you and me
A is for America, the part we get to see
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
always there, they really care, they make us feel OK
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
always there, they really care, they make us feel OK
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
M-E-D-I-A, M-E-D-I-A
check that feed in our hour of need; we got 24 a day

All Lit Up
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I forgot
I forgot I lived
I forgot I lived in luxury
Take a look
‘cross this desert town
never seen, never, never seen such a lit up night
I don’t know
if you can drive this strip
without feeling
all lit up
I been to Cairo with the late wife
you got to go through hell just to get something to eat
They got their markets, its like a train wreck
people yelling in your face and stepping on your feet
Drive up to an A&P and right into a parking lot
got those little arrows just to show you where to go
walk thru those sliding doors, you feel the A.C. on
shiny little vegetables all lined up in a row
I don’t know
if you can drive this strip
without feeling
all lit up
all lit up
I forgot
I forgot the girls
I forgot the girls that keep me sleepy
Venus de Medici
Cocoa Butter Tanya
I think they wanna get rid of me
and they keep this hot, they’re gonna
Flagging me down in the middle of the street
They say, “Pull over, let’s have some fun.”
I’ll die before I’m ready

© 1993 volsap Music, Amsterdam

All Lit Up (theater version)
Vin Scully (1988)
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‘tween the double yellow lines on Route 91
All Lit Up

I.

I forgot
I forgot I lived
I forgot I lived in luxury

you’re you.
love is how you live it.
you’re the deserving one.
class is never out of style.

Because you get down to business.
Because rhetoric is a language you can plan for now.
Because the kind of question you’re asking is on everybody’s
lips.

I got a picture of Venus right here in this folder
look at the curves on that Roman shoulder
Tanya lays it down at the edge of the Strip
with a tone that’s not homegrown but definitely flown in
Venus is a rock from the stock of Michealangelo
shipped in the night outta Sarzana Cove
Tanya’s legs are like two limos but her arms are Grecian
my mind’s filling in the blanks, no thanks to the deletion
Venus is noble but she’s mobile; she likes the desert air
She’s showing in the glowing of the neon glare
Tanya was designed to be kind at sixty miles an hour
Venus needs two thousand years, uh, just to take a shower
I don’t know
if you can drive this strip
without feeling
all lit up

Because
Because
Because
Because
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Because cool memories are no investment.
Because form is always on the tip of your tongue.
Because the sorrow of the past is all done.
Because you’ve got a rocket arm.
Because an opening remark can be misplaced.
Because you’re open to suggestions.

II.

Because
Because
Because
Because

he loves to hear from you.
he didn’t catch on.
he’s sensitive to the touch.
he’s one in a million.

Because he’d sample you in a second.
Because he spoke your brand-name.
Because he’s got the cursed Vitruvian strain in him,
only its injected in the wrong way.

III.

© 1993 voLsap Music, Amsterdam

Because that about sums it up.
Because the ball’s in your court.
Because there’s always a first time around.

© 1996 Saprophone Music, Amsterdam
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Mind River
(for Jaap Blonk)

Du nÃ¤chtig todeskranker [Mile: I’m]
dort auf des Himmels [style some day.]
dein Blick, so fiebernd [you heart]bannt mich
[where]frem de Melo[goin’ your way:]
An unstillbarem Liebesleid stirbst
du [drifters, off to] Sehnsucht, tief [world
to] nÃ¤chtig todeskrank[we’re waitin’ ‘round]
dein Blick, so [bend,] bernd Ã¼ [breaker, you]
frem de Me[leberry friend,]
de Melo[berry] Blick, [where]fiebernd [you’re goin,’
I’m Ã¼bergroÃŸ, [bend] mich,
[We’re] [waitin’] [wider than] [wherever you’re] [world.]
[We’re] [way:] [where-] [wider] [world.
There’s] [wide-] [to see the world] [world to] [world.
[There’s] [after the same] [wide-]bergroÃŸ, [way:] bannt [world]
bernd
[We’re] bernd [where-] bannt [wait-] Blick, [wide-] bes [end]
[waitin’ ‘round] des Himmels schwarzem PfÃ¼hl.
Den Liebsten, der [I’m] Sinnenrausch gedankenlos
zur Liebsten, [goin’,]
Den Liebsten, der [I’m] Sinnenrausch gedankenlos
[your] Liebsten [goin’,]
Den Liebsten, der [I’m] Sinnenrausch ge-[dreammaker,
you] Liebsten [goin’,] [goin’]
belustigt deiner Strahlen Spiel,
dein [Huckle-]bleiches, qual ge-[bend, my Huckle-]bornes Blut,
[River and] nÃ¤chtig [berry friend,] deskranker
[Moon Riv-]ker [and me.]

Silver Slipper Waltz
(1994)
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Land your chopper on the roof
we meet for drinks at five
Venus lining up Black Johnnies, Monkey Spanners
with the soda on the side
We go tour roto-blade photocade
We’ll be shooting Strip all day
I can see the future and it won’t get in our way
out among the cacti
we got a plugged-in rococo
let me guide you through a quick review
of who’s really in the know
at the corner pocket table
there’s Julius II
he’s selling back catalog to the TV crew
T. got a UV A/B-filtered body
sweat resistant thighs
she’s been hanging outside city limits
trying to catch a ride
blinded by the sun all day
some kinda pre-Rayban unease
with those double-beam headlights
couldn’t catch her Z’s
one too many Ungated Julios
she was losing her glow in the undertow
‘til Howard handed her the keys
V. got Pythant hropometricalbody
Gudean double cubit eyes
she ran a numbers racket
on the back of a papernapkin in a Riviera dive
she was sliding in to metastasis
some kinda modular deep-freeze
she drink sun-aged brandylike its candy
she turns water into wine
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she’ s our fountain of youth when its handy
but she’s likely to decline
I want a house with running water
I want a chain-link door
I want a walk-in garden with a neon floor
the future turned on a dime and gave us back change
the city lit up like a pyre; all samples out of range
I can see the future but it isn’t here to stay
I can see the future but it won’t get in our way
we thought it all up here at the Slipper
free parking after five
Venus lining up BlackJohnnies, MonkeySpanners
with the soda on the sideshe was sinkin’ like granite
‘til Howard handed her the keys

© 1994 volsap Music, Amsterdam
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Beauty Escapes
(1995)

I HATE MY DOG
(1994)

beauty escapes in the pursuit of safety
grab your jacket, let’s take a drive
love’s a mighty thing but what’s it done for me lately?
let’s head into the valley, up ninety-five

I hate my dog
he walks around in a fog
he’s messing up my place
I can’t stand his face

282 ft. below sea level
how low can you go before you disappear?
the nights are bitter cold, the days will blister the devil
how deep the sun burns you when no water is near

Bark, bark, woof, woof

no water is near
no water is near
we’ll live forever
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I hate him all of the time
I hate him when I rhyme
I’m hating him right now
every “bow wow wow”
Bark, bark, woof, woof
I wanna throw him off the roof

every neon sign is young at heart, young at heart
every traffic light controls our gaze
every roadway sign shakes us from our horizo 4ntal daze
beauty escapes in the pursuit of kindness
while I’m sick over nothing, while I’m stalling for time
I wanna drive into the desert ‘til noone can find us
‘til the radio turns to static,’til the road runs out of lines
two hundred and eighty-some feet below sea level
the mountains grow jagged and the nights are clear
your heart is bitter cold but its been worth all the trouble
how deep the sun burns you when no water is near
no water is near
no water is near
we’ll live forever
no water is near
no water is near
no water is near
we’ll lie together

had to buy him a collar
cost me a dollar
had to buy him some food
it didn’t change my mood
hot breath in my face
hot breath on my mouth
smells like piss on my sheets
he’s chewing up my towels
he’s up in my bed
he’s into my clothes
he’s running around like a hound going
Bark, bark, woof, woof
I wanna throw him off the roof

© 1995 volsap Music, Amsterdam
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Noisy Kid, Utterly
(1996)

Noisy kid, utterly.
What about sushi if you ask want?
No he say.
What about takoyaki?
No he say. I want someone buy hamburger.
But manufacture is no good, he say let someone buy again.
Noisy kid, utterly.
Finally good mood.
Finally three burgers later suddenly fell in sleep.
Just in time.
Just in time.
Just in time.
Just one hour, you came back:
this kid, this kid, you write him care of the Dream Island dump.
This kid, this kid, this kid is dead on the Dream Island dump.
Rice cooker add amount put in from this water half cup
one amount eat-spoon and take a take a take away
Warm while seedweed
shake over fish powder
ready to serve, water out of meat, powder fish bouillon
Rice cook thirty minutes wash before
usual water rice cooker
add amount put in from this water half cup
one amount eat-spoon and take away.
This kid, this kid, you write him care of the Dream Island dump.
This kid, this kid, this kid is meat and powder fish bouillon soya
sake sugar add.
Bring it boil!

© 1996 volsap Music, Amsterdam

Chainsmoke
(theater version)

I.
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Slice: The air was saturated with a continuous fine drizzle of soot
and sawdust, a blend of choice Turkish and American tobacco,
asbestos and stale hemp. Each room thick with the dust of rotten
plasterboard, finely shredded wallpaper and insulating foam. Tiny
scraps of nylon, polyacrylic acid, dyed wool and yarn; concrete
sprinkles of sand and gravel, shale and cement. The innards of
that building becoming slowly coated in a lightly falling powder
of pigment, ground sheetrock, brick and stone tile. Crystals of
wood glue and spackle soaked in the smell of gasoline and
chain oil. Tiny shards of vinyl resin, glass and lacquer, plastic,
adhesive and silicon. Miniature twisted scraps of iron strapping
and aluminum, copper piping and singed electrical wire. One
gently swirling cloud of dried paint and polyurethane speckled
with faded linoleum flakes of burlap and canvas, linseed oil and
powdered cork.
I took it all up and I filled my lungs; I took it all up through my
nostrils, I coated my throat with it like a milkshake, like a milkshake of coal and fire.
Mannequin: Heat so intense that it felt cool to the touch.
Slice: Cool to the touch. My tongue is a chainsaw, my saliva
gasoline. My teeth set on a endless chain, I’m a polydontic
Matika, I’m a chainsmoking Husky, I’m a roaring Stihl. My mouth
is an air-cooled, twin-stroke motor with a membrane carburetor
of cheek and bone. And when I ran my tongue over the floors of
that building and I chewed up its doors, grinding broken windows and doorknobs like candy and swallowing the waste, I left
a circular cut, coarse but perfect enough, from ceiling to basement. One large shaft in darkness and swirling debris.
To sing this tune you need an electric mouth. You must have a
pair of iron lungs, and a little knowledge of surgery, a knack for
making the right cut. The deserted tenements I love, those I lick
and sever in two, engirth me in return. They will not let me off till
I go with them, respond to them and corrupt them, and charge
them full with the chain of my tongue.
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Mannequin: Noone has been home here for a very long time.
Slice: I waited, as usual, for the first minutes of morning light.
The sun pierced through the ceiling, through and through those
carved walls and entries, cleaved hallways and gapping floors,
each freshly marked by the surgical cut of my incisors. A falling
cone of daylight appears from above, reaching, in an instant, the
basement floor. I pry open the shell of higher powers and light the
lower depths. Am I too exposed? There isn’t much time. Am I, too,
exposed? Time’s about up for the two of us. Am I too exposed?
Mannequin: A chair is still a chair even if nobody’s sitting there.
Slice: but a house is not a home...
Mannequin: but a house is not a home...but a house is not a
home...
but a house is not a home...

II.

Slice: As I sunk my circular teeth into the kitchen wall, bits of
plaster, iron and spackle exploded in the air around me, in my
eyes, the usual cuts on my face and hands. Little dull flashes of
shredded wallpaper, yellowed ivory with soft burgundy blue roses
revealed themselves from under a thin layer of cream green paint.
And in a moment too fleeting, too charged to be taken in fully, it
was neither day or night. I imagine it now as a personal cleavage in
time; not that my watch had stopped or that people pumping gasoline at all-night stations were at once frozen, but as if I was probing
a temporal split, moving among a few isolated seconds, back and
forth, and sweeping them into a little pile.
There behind the kitchen wall, but not on the other side, not in the
adjoining living room, not in any room, a corridor appeared. I can
only describe it now as a mental corridor, nothing physical that
could be found on an architect’s blueprints or among the faded
snapshots taken by families long moved away, but a corridor
nonetheless. The passage itself was a blur, like a light bulb burning
out; the movement itself seemed to wipe out every possibility of
memorizing its look. And quickly, without deliberation, I was in a tall
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room, square and without grace, and there were tall but heavy
windows, with curtains of plain cretonne. A large television was
switched on, emitting only a snowy picture of static and a low but
audible, somehow pleasant, white noise. Placed directly in front
of the TV was a drying rack, white and made of flimsy metal. It
aired several rows of cloth diapers and many white vests and
binders, long and short trousers, many white robes, jackets, little socks. Neatly snug against the far wall, two identical French
layettes. A few feet in front of them, toward the middle of the
room, were two rocking horses, white. Alphabet books piled on a
small, white table. Against the side wall, two cradles with muslin
flounces, both painted with odd, multi-colored Chilean hieroglyphics on white....I realised what a shock the color was, for
everything else was white-white clothing, white cots and cradles,
blankets and covers and sheets and baskets. A white painted
room. A little white clock. A Sears and Roebuck Nursery Clock.
White. The clock’s tick was soft and little and somehow awkward.
Like a clock learning to tick. Or one that was trying to forget.
It was a far-off siren, a police car, a sound for which I must
always keep my ears open, which placed me back in the kitchen.
The cut, a long rectangular slit from ceiling to floor, was completed and I turned around to the swinging door in back of me to
make an identical cut there. I’ve seen them before, the corridors,
and other rooms, too. I’ve, on occasion, entered them. I don’t always have the time or the urge. It reminds me of a story a singer
from Brooklyn once told me. She had just been in Marrakesh,
a city where there are musicians playing on every corner. One
evening, there was a group playing on a square. She went up to
one of the musicians and started singing with him. He invited her
and her friend to go to a restaurant and they continued singing
there. He would sing a line in Moroccan and she would imitate
his sound and body movements. As time went on, the place
started to fill up with more and more men. He would sing something and she would imitate him and the men would start laughing hysterically. At some point she began to wonder about the
meanings of the lines she was repeating and made a quick exit.
We tend to think of any one room in isolation; it is a convenient
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fiction. There is no such thing as a single room, pure and simple,
unmixed with other rooms. When a landlady presents to you an
apartment and she says, “Come this way, I’ll show you the kitchen,
I’ll show you the bedroom, here is this room and down the hall, that
room.” “No,” you must say, “I’d like to see them all at once. All at
once!” You must shift the perspective, you want to see the whole
set of rooms from above, you want to exhaust them in one look, one
glance.

III.
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IV.

Man bites dogma, isn’t that news?
Man bites dogma, well, its been a long time,
been a long, long, long, long time
since I got something true from you
well, my hair was wet and the tv set was droning
back-lit guy with a salamander tie
reading stories that I could have phoned in
President’s got his back back against the wall
race car slides cross slides slides cross track against the wall
Berlin and next-of-kin selling wall against the wall
Jacob stole our souls and left the ladder against the wall
I wanna bang your talking head against the wall
to give me something I can use

Slice: If only my arms were power saws, I could work more swiftly.
If only I were next year’s model, if only my brain stem could fuelinject. It’s like they say,
Mannequin: “First come the wings and then the angel.”
Slice: And then the angel. With two power saws for arms, I could
finish the other cuts. One arm would be my viola, electric, the other
my bow. I’d scrape the resin from these floors, smear it along my
horse hair, make a drone like a jet engine.

Slice: One night, the families, the old woman in 2B and the youngish couple down the hall went to bed, covering their heads against
thoughts of danger, only their faces sticking out of the blankets
against loneliness. They awoke the next morning to find the electricity shut off. The building, as a machine, was unplugged.

well, my feet were tired, cable wasn’t wired and six o’clock rung up
sick of hanging on her call-waiting so finally I hung up
planetary economics lost the fight again today
sanitary engineers on strike again today
shock was feigned at yesterday’s news again today
it rained just like they said it would again today
reputations stained behind the pews again today
city’s finest did their best to stay outta sight again today
blind led the blind both left and right again today
I followed your v.u. light again today
hoping for something new

The next night, the Puerto Rican stripper, the ex-mechanic, his
wife and the asthmatic retiree upstairs went to bed, covering their
heads against thoughts of danger, only their hands sticking out of
the blankets, clutching a souvenir baseball bat, a dull kitchen knife
and rosary beads. They awoke the next morning to find the mayor
re-elected. The building, as a machine, was forgotten.

Man bites dogma, isn’t that news?
Man bites dogma, well, its been a long time, been a long, long time
since my rock was rolled, since my feet turned cold,
since you tossed us a bone that wasn’t made of stone
since purple days when I was so confused.
Sign off.

Mannequin: First come the wings and then ‘Sister Ray.’

The following night, a bagboy and his housebound mother, the
former janitor and a brandy-soaked drag queen went to bed, covering their heads against thoughts of danger, only their noses sticking
out of the blankets for air. They awoke the next morning to find no
water in the taps. The building, as a machine, was dead.

V.

Mannequin: The latest urban environment works of Greenwood &
Sons Commercial Demolition Services seem a hybrid of transplanted ‘California Light and Space’ and ‘finish fetish’ esthetics, filtered
backwards through the antithetical post-Minimalist predilections for
situationist integrity and material disintegration. This view is partially
a result of their obvious interest in the mutual contingencies of light,
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form, and space and their perceptual de-signification by the use
of hydraulic jackhammers, high-powered water jets and wrecking
balls. Closer acquaintance with their work,
however, reveals a strategy more aligned with what disciples of
avant-demolition critic Gilda Lows would call ‘multi-plosive reductionism.’ In this case, specificities, meaning this material object in
this space, do not remain constant but are perpetually transformed
beyond the immediate parameters of form and site through a brief,
though potent sensorial and conceptual duration, as articulated
by dynamite techniques and linear-shaped cyclonite charges.
Each razed site triggers associations with other razed sites, each
destroyed work with other destroyed works, and material waste with
material waste, so that it modifies, and is in turn transformed by, an
ever-increasing negative perceptual space.
Here, we are taken beyond the immediate hermeticism of the art
gallery and its objects and forced to conceptualize their work as
first part of, and later absent from, the larger world.
Slice: As I exit,
Mannequin: In their most recent work, 43R 7DX8, Greenwood &
Sons chose four seperate locations in the Bronx:
Slice: no longer under cover of darkness,
Mannequin: Sound View Park,
Slice: I am the third and last to desert
Mannequin: Bronx Botanical Gardens,
Slice: these corrupted shells of housing and light.
Mannequin: Jerome Park Reservoir,
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Slice: I occupy a fleeting moment
Mannequin: they installed a lawn bowling facility
Slice: before my night’s work is met
Mannequin: substituting wrecking balls for the traditional wooden
ball.
Slice: and crushed
Mannequin: While the specified locations encouraged one to see
art as part of a mobile, transistory viewing experience
Slice: by other mouths.
Mannequin: (the work’s title evokes a license plate, for example),
Slice: Mouths of tractors,
Mannequin: the refusal to pinpoint the fourth site
Slice: hurling these remains of remains
Mannequin: also created a desire to multiply the work’s initial
meaningsSlice: into yellow metallic graves.
Mannequin: its suggestion of games,
Slice: The violent sweep of wrecking balls
Mannequin: leisure,
Slice: edge us into sleep

Slice: Abandoned first by their makers

Mannequin: and the relationship of recreation to other types of
land use,

Mannequin: and an undisclosed location on an undeveloped private lot.

Slice: in a meticulous,

Slice: second by their victims,

Mannequin: especially commercial development,
Slice: slow-motion

Mannequin: In each location,

Crosshair
(for Frances-Marie Uitti)
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Mannequin: beyond those specific to the art world.
Slice: ceremony of waste.
Mannequin: In this way, the flux of a broader totality
Slice: And night comes
Mannequin: constantly folds back
Slice: when it is all over,
Mannequin: into the reading of the destroyed building itself
Slice: when so many jaws have closed upon us
Mannequin: to create a reductive, collapsing movement
Slice: that we no longer have the strength to stand,
Mannequin: in which each specificity is merely an instance
Slice: and splinters of wood and smashed brick
Mannequin: in an endless forgetting
Slice: hang upon our bodies,
Mannequin: of the sensorial and perceptual past.
Slice: as though we have been masticated by every mouth.

Strung up
tightly
barely breathing
I’ve got my heat-seeking eyes
I’ve got my heat-seeking eyes
I’m slipStrung out
nightly
barely sleeping
I play this speed junkie lullaby
With my heat-seeking eyes
I’m slipping past your guard
I’m crawling through a passage
whose walls are cold and hard
Black and red are the hottest colors on the earth
black and blue are the colors I wore at birth
Between the Black and the Adriatic, your kingdom lies in wait
but the fingers are trembling on your hand of fate
Telephone rings
it’s you on the line
“I can’t sleep from all that racket
you’re making all the time.”
In the stairway, curved and narrow
to your door, one floor below
Must be the buzz of faulty wiring
that drives you to be so
When I grabbed your head with my right hand
your long, brown hair with my left
I took my bow, so long and narrow
and played this song upon your head
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High Octane

I.
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I smell the fumes of the future
filling my brain with high octane
I’m dissolving in swirling sound
weaving thru vapors of hum ‘n buzz
my vessel’s signed ‘no return to sender’
floating in this sea of crystalsonic splendor

Transport

I smell the fumes of the future
filling my head with hazy vapors
every trail I knew and loved breaks up into static
a big wide screen of crumbling sony chromomatic
my ship’s followed endless chasms
of ruptured granite, cracked and cleaving,
veins, as long as light years,
of pink and yellow, gleaming
I am only waiting for a spark
I am only waiting for the roar
show me your radiant spectrum
from the lowest, deepest rumble to a stratocastin’ sirencore
reaching sounds that only your polaroids can hear
I smell the fumes of the future
gasoline, thick like cotton candy
and crystalphonic clear

II.

Some people call me the space cowboy
‘cause I’m floating like an argonaut in heat

Space Cowboy

halfway from nowhere is too close for comfort
a tiny, twirling planet of green and blue below
full of hungry little rodeo boys, tangled up in the woods
west coast coin flippers trying to steal the goods
t-t-t-toyko t-t- t-t- t-t-t-toyko t-t-toyk t-t-t-toky- toyko
toyko gophers, brill building loafers and broadway mozarts
I can hear for light years, I’m the gangster of buzz
I was a tripahopaholic
‘fore Flash and Herc were spinnin’
I was cutting deep in vinyl
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folding melodies like linen
when your single-pole,
double-throw b-boys weren’t conceived of
when breakbeat meant no barline
I dropped the old school metrical
for the wiggly-line electrical
wiggly wiggly wiggly wiggly wiggly
my form is aerodynamic,
trans-atlantic bounding and leaping, don’t panic
no over-heated franco-sixin’
no stinking up the joint with neo-geo counterpoint
no lo-fi styling, finger-filing squiggly-lining,
sonic koans, buddha drones, improv over telephones,
live body art, new age for the young at heart,
old new age for shoppin’ K-Mart,
retro-folkie in the metro
homies, breeders, feeders, random seeders
readers selling half-digested Charlie
for those who can’t take it gnarly
Keep a distance from inflated overturing,
overrated border blurring,
pop for blue hairs, blues for kiddies,
spunky Mozart, punky pop tart, funky g-men Gordon Liddys,
biodegradable Newk (call it Hilverslumming)
all the things you ain’t
(nobody’s fainting at your second coming)
pull the shado on Plato, hang the horn up on Burney,
if they ring you up at home, its too late for an attorney
no phone-it-in hand-clappin’, no nappin’ on the one
don’t leave your Wilsons out at night,
don’t leave your Velvets in the sun
no Billie Holiday on ice, no doo-whack on the curbs
sounds like your backbeat left Chicago
and it headed for the ‘burbs
no Bugs ‘n Daffy zappin’, no scherzos outta Tom & Jerry
no Igor on a pogo stick, hey Arvo PÃ¤rt, meet Dirty Harry
later with the hi, honey I’m tonic,
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do-re-mi-dodecaphonic,
no lo-calorie noodlin’ on the white bread keys,
get a grip on that vibrator,
ya know you’re shaking at the knees
melodic stop n’ shop up on top
go figure bass down below
‘plug it in and turn it on’ don’t make it snap,
don’t make it crack, don’t make it pop,
don’t make it wow and flutter
sounds like that digi-doggy’s down
with a chronic phonic stutter
I got the hissy gliss criss-crossing; stereo’s for losers
klang and drone and bang and moan and
I can hear for light years, I’m the gangster of buzz
‘cause I speak of the effect before the ‘cuz
Rodger 8 and Rodger 9 crashed into the moon
didn’t you see their snapshots of that waterless lagoon?
pictures full of silence,
holes the size of Kansas
when they never made it back,
I thought we’d messed it up for good
bad dreams fell out of the sky, I didn’t know they could
whoosh, whoosh
what a starry night
gotta catch up to the sp-speed of light
I’m getting moonsick and homesick over you
the smell of stardust always makes me blue
a moonbeam is my rudder,
a waterlily my boat
the big wide screen horizon,
it seemed like a good idea at the time
forget your date with the brave new world,
break out the vodka and the lime
whoosh, whoosh
what a starry night
gotta catch up to the sp-speed of light
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push, push
push me into flight
gotta catch up to the sp-speed of light
whoosh, whoosh
com’n, hold me tight
as we slowly fall to pieces over a thousand years
one by one, each part’s replaced ‘til nothing’s what it appears
my future’s set on rewind, I jump forward into my past
oh, Saint Augustine
oh, Doctor Nerve
oh, mama
it’s all over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and
over and over and over and over and
over and over and

Silver Slipper Waltz II
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Land your chopper on the roof
we meet for drinks at five
Venus lining up Black Johnnies, Monkey Spanners
with the soda on the side
We go tour roto-blade photocade
We’ll be shooting Strip all day
I can see the future and it won’t get in our way
out among the cacti
we got a plugged-in rococo
let me guide you through a quick review
of who’s really in the know
at the corner pocket table
there’s Julius II
he’s selling back catalog to the TV crew
T. got a UV A/B-filtered body
sweat resistant thighs
she’s been hanging outside city limits
trying to catch a ride
blinded by the sun all day
some kinda pre-Rayban unease
with those double-beam headlights
couldn’t catch her Z’s
one too many Ungated Julios
she was losing her glow in the undertow
‘til Howard handed her the keys
V. got Pythant hropometricalbody
Gudean double cubit eyes
she ran a numbers racket
on the back of a papernapkin in a Riviera dive
she was sliding in to metastasis
some kinda modular deep-freeze
she was sinkin’ like granite
‘til Howard handed her the keys
she drink sun-aged brandylike its candy
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she turns water into wine
she’s our fountain of youth when its handy
but she’s likely to decline
I want a house with running water
I want a chain-link door
I want a walk-in garden with a neon floor
the future turned on a dime and gave us back change
the city lit up like a pyre; all samples out of range
I can see the future but it isn’t here to stay
I can see the future but it won’t get in our way
we thought it all up here at the Slipper
free parking after five
Venus lining up Black Johnnies, Monkey Spanners
with the soda on the side
Land your chopper on the roof
we meet for drinks at five
Venus lining up Black Johnnies, Monkey Spanners
with the soda on the side
We go tour roto-blade photocade
We’ll be shooting Strip all day
I can see the future and it won’t get in our way
out among the cacti
we got a plugged-in rococo
let me guide you through a quick review
of who’s really in the know
at the corner pocket table
there’s Julius II
he’s selling back catalog to the TV crew
T. got a UV A/B-filtered body
sweat resistant thighs
she’s been hanging outside city limits
trying to catch a ride
blinded by the sun all day
some kinda pre-Rayban unease
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with those double-beam headlights
couldn’t catch her Z’s
one too many Ungated Julios
she was losing her glow in the undertow
‘til Howard handed her the keys
V. got Pythant hropometricalbody
Gudean double cubit eyes
she ran a numbers racket
on the back of a papernapkin in a Riviera dive
she was sliding in to metastasis
some kinda modular deep-freeze
she was sinkin’ like granite
‘til Howard handed her the keys
she drink sun-aged brandylike its candy
she turns water into wine
she’s our fountain of youth when its handy
but she’s likely to decline
I want a house with running water
I want a chain-link door
I want a walk-in garden with a neon floor
the future turned on a dime and gave us back change
the city lit up like a pyre; all samples out of range
I can see the future but it isn’t here to stay
I can see the future but it won’t get in our way
we thought it all up here at the Slipper
free parking after five
Venus lining up Black Johnnies, Monkey Spanners
with the soda on the side

The Hammerhead Arias
Talk is a Lever
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A is for Adam
the Adam of Eve
B is for babble
word up, you know you better believe
chorus:
Talk is a lever
Talk is a lever that’s pushing me, pushing me
C is for chatter
the world is the effect and the word is the cause
D is for devil
your words are on fast forward but your mind is on pause
E is for Eden, F is for fate
the word is the hook between the mouth and the bait
(chorus)
G is for girlfriend
laughing in the Garden of Love
H is for homeboy
hanging with the snake and the dove
I is the infection that’s Jamming through his head
it Kicked a little backbeat and this is what it said:
“Get up and get-get-get down
You can’t pick up the message if you ain’t in town.”
L is the lever that’s pushing that kid
he be damaged if he didn’t, he be dead if he did
M is for mouth-to-mouth resensitation
Its the same train of thought but a different station
N is for no-go, O is for overflow
P is the point I missed by going solo
Q is the question that drags my soul
who’s got their finger on my remote control?
(chorus)
R we for real or are we for something else?
semantical antics full mental jack off gimme dizzy spells
logic hanging on a S is for slip of the T is for tongue
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tranmission noise toys united reaches everyone
so take your wake U is up call
get your head V for vertical and read the writing on the wall
dark is the night, reach up and flip the switch
stratchin’ two beats at a time don’t kill the itch
double talk, double take, seeing double with the Hubble
rear-view mirror, never clearer, who’s the deafest of us all?
rub-a-dub with King Tubby ‘cause its midnight at the ball
(chorus)
the why is the W
the who, the where but the how is what troubles you
o say can you see that you see what you say
Teleturkeys wanna show you when they come out to play
talking swerves on a blind man’s curve
X marks the crosswalk that splits the conversation
your info highway didn’t go my way
the mix is the message in this mega-meta-media-morphic-monophonic meditation
whoops, I let it out, its too late to Y is for yield
my fate’s posted but I’m toasted ‘cause the ‘lope’s unsealed
Z is a zebra ‘cause its black and white
my bark is worse; I need a nurse for my soundbite
(chorus)

30 Hertz Soul
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I know a boy
a young man with the luck of a fall guy
working for the clown at a deep fry
he went to the doctor, the doctor said “son,
there’s no doubt about it, you’re a feeble-brained one
you got a tune in your head but its M.O.R. lane
you gotta build up the muscles on your tympanic membrane”
chorus:
hey, beep beep
dig down deep to your 30 hertz soul
get a grip on it
its made to fit
30 hertz soul, 30 hertz soul, 30 hertz soul
bass, the basis of experience
your radio is ‘castin the fishy interferience
without a hundred-procent double beefed-up bass
everywhere you dial you wind up in the wrong place
your tweeter is leaking, it’s dripping sentimental
don’t miss out on the missing fundamental
take a left on that tone control
you can ride all night on a 30 hertz soul
he walks out of the office, he’s heated and vibed
eternally grateful to a doctor that prescribed
2 woofers the size of UFO’s
surgically attached to his ears, up his nose
pure bass mainline direct to his brain
now he’s a low-fi rudeboy
I knew a girl
a young girl with the future of a fruit fly
couldn’t get invited to a drive-by
went to a shrink, he shook his head and said, “honey,
you can only fix that with a sack full of money
from your wonderbread, brain-dead, simon said clothes
with those shoes that say ‘loser’ and the 10 cent glitter toes
lucky for you, I got a cure that’s fantastic
but time’s up, baby, cash or plastic”
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well, the very next day she won the lotto
hit her shrink over the head with a champagne bottle
his dying words to her were “darling, lemme confide:
you don’t need the cure, you need a brand new ride
with a very fly custom-installed, wall-to-wall hi-fi”
now her head’s still showing that rent-a-brain glow
but her limo’s lined with a 30 hertz soul

Hello Pop Tart
(1997)
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Well, it goes in one ear and out the other
Every new sound sounds just like another
Your machine was on but you missed the message:
We shoved up the fader ‘cause we love the wreckage
From Bratislava to Java to Petticoat Junction,
we’re flying true to form now that we tossed the function.
From Chicago to Morocco to the Brigadoon dale,
since we got satellite feed, we don’t check the mail.
Goodbye to the young at heart
Goodbye to modern art
This fin-de-siécle was doomed from the start
Yeah.
Nail your body to VW Bug
your next big thing was met with a shrug
your future was bright ‘til it got unplugged
it’s a banquet of leftovers so pass the ketchup
the future’s holding out for a better deal
the future’s holding out for a easy meal
we lost the thread of the story in the last reel
the future’s losing its mind, so it’s going on feel
a good time was had by all while we were being had
your body looks respectable but your mind smells bad
Well, it goes in one ear and out the other
Every new sound sounds just like another
Your machine was on but you missed the message:
We shoved up the fader ‘cause we love the wreckage
Goodbye to the young at heart
Goodbye to modern art
This fin-de-siécle was doomed from the start
Goodbye Genius, Hello Pop Tart
Goodbye Genius, Hello Pop Tart
Goodbye Genius, Hello Pop Tart, Hello Pop Tart, Hellp Pop Tart
© 1997 Saprophone Music, Amsterdam

Remain in World
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I got life story
this story is story of names.
I got inventory
inventory is history of names.
I walking ‘round this world.
I do it every day.
I meeting people straight out of book.
Calling themselves one thing, doing another and I say:
chorus:
Call boy, boy.
Call girl, girl.
Things go better when name and thing together.
Pobeda Peak ain’t what you seek.
Remain in world. Remain in world.
Remain in world.
I got walking stick
Walking with sun.
Feet on ground. Ground, it glitters.
When I get tired, watch Yellow River run.
When I ask myself question:
‘What is this?’ or What is that?’
Whole day goes by, asking ‘What’s this go by?’
Drop by king, have a little chat.
When ruler is ruler,
ruling like ruler should.
You can walk straight line whole way from China.
Wind up with your footprints in Hollywood.
(chorus)
I got life story.
The Four Hammers of Jukebox Boethius
One hammer, two hammer, three hammer, four...
Boethius woke up in a middle age crisis
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from the bangin’ and a-clangin’ out out his back door
with a foggy voice he shouted ‘cross the Monte Cassino
If I can track that racket there’ll be hellfire for sure,
there’ll be hellfire for sure
Who’s rattlin’ my windows? Who’s shaking my floor?
Well, it wasn’t the first time that his nodding was invaded
no, it wasn’t the first time that his slumber was aroused
it began every nightfall, he said, ‘Pliny, you hear that?’
Pliny said ‘A younger man would, but I’ve been four hundred years dead,
I’ve been four hundred years dead.
It’s been a long time runnin’ since someone pried me from my bed.’
When the night was in its waning, the pounding started up again
it was a nightmare of a nocturne beating time upon his head
three times a-woken, three times he growled
‘Who’s party keeps tired? My sleep is scattered and fouled,
my sleep is scattered and fouled!’
And his voice carried through the forest
the trees shivered from his anger as the nightwind howled
At the hour of the cockcrow, Laudy, the roof began to shake
In his prime blackout time, the plaster crumbled like cake
when he walked into the diner that morning, man, he was terse;
Juke said, ‘Gimme some coffee and make it as black as a hearse.’
he stumbled out of the diner into the Roman daylight
He headed ‘cross midtown with his body still dragging but his mind full of
fight
As the java hit his bloodstream, his eyes began to dance
he said, ‘I’m gonna wrap what’s making that tapping
between two stirrups and a branch.’
There were jugglers, there were singers and peddlers shouting out their
price
it was a square of a thousand people making the noise of daily life
There was noise up to your eyelids and it was hot and it was loud
Boethius shovin’ back old ladies trying to make through the crowd
It was a roar to fill Death Valley but he didn’t hear a thing
except the pounding from the forest that had him staggering from its
Klangeringeraammanami’mamanaracharunarununun...
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At the edge of the forest, at the ancient city gate
a beady-eyed dwarf with a Stockholm accent comes up and says ‘You’re
late.’
Juke says ‘I don’t know you, I’ve no time, go away.’
Dwarf says ‘If you had all the answers, you’d be François Boulanger.
Now, you’re a modern guy, I can see that mythology leaves you cold
but times are not what they seem despite what you’ve been told
all about this earth, well, priests and politicians can hoot and stammer
but things get done and undone between an anvil and hammer
the world in which we live gets pounded everyday
between an anvil and hammer, from Cairo to China Bay
some can hear the thunder as if from a distant shore
but most live in silence, as deaf as they are poor
A man like you with a problem like yours
must steal the hammers that ring the world in fours
A man like you with a problem like that
you’d better grab those hammers before they pound you flat
A man like you with ears tuned so fine
must grab the hammers from hands evil and divine.’
So, Boethius made tracks into the forest so dark and deep
to nab the hammers that drained his night of sleep
the clanging and the banging were the only clues he had
so he headed straight into the noise that was driving him mad
An hour, maybe longer, a day, maybe two
he came upon a clearing where the rain had just been through
a rainbow filled with crimson stretched out across his trial
it shivered in the sunlight like a bridge about to fail
from the pounding and the ringing of swinging steel on steel
that came from the far end where the rainbow began to kneel
and then the earth began to open like a hungry, rabid sieve
so Jukebox crawled up along that crimson rainbow bridge
At the far end lay a valley where fallen heroes played
who died the death of glory a hundred times every day
the sound of clashing metal, of swords and knives and shields
echoed down into the world and across its battlefields
but each and every evening they dined without a stratch
Juke was thinking twice of taking on even the weakest in a match
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Through a palace window of gold and silver frame
he watched the fallen feast on every sort of fine wine and game
At the head of the table, one ate with steel glove
Thor sent the table flying with an angry shove
that room was filled with mighty gods and Thor’s strength was double
but tonight, he cried like a little boy, his heart was deeply troubled
‘My days are filled with sweet battle but my nights sorrow laden
what I wouldn’t give for the love of a human maiden.’
Well, Boethius was frayed and hungered but he was still long from dim
he saw this was his chance, a chance named mighty slim
he slipped away to the servant’s house, found a golden chest
he chose a wide lavender veil from Persia and a nice Armani dress
One hammer, two hammer, three hammer, four
Jukebox Boethius couldn’t take it no more
Four hammer, three hammer, two hammer, one
Four hammers poundin’, cold steel ringin’
No place to hide when the hammers come down
At the stroke of midnight, a man-sized lady laid the trap
Soon Thor laid his hammer on the fair maiden’s lap
Now, gods were never perfect, they’d screwed up big before
but no god had ever blundered like the thundergod Thor
Juke threw off his veil and grabbed the hammer fast
As he slipped across that crimson bridge he said, ‘And they said it
wouldn’t last.’
shushangangangreginigergererererinirinirinirinagaddadadadavidada-volsungasjohn...
Now, the pounding was slightly duller but it carried on the same
Boethius had one hammer but three did still remain
He walked for a day and seven after that
At the other end of the forest, the ground turned hard and flat
The sun was hot and thirsty,
the breeze had crawled away and died
Boethius came up to a mountain
it was splitting slowly in two before his eyes
He passed a broken steam drill
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a dead captain lay at his feet
every driving shock of steel against rock
exploded in his head through the heat
he dragged his body up higher
every rock upon the mountain had turned to gold
but Boethius had only one thing on his mind
to add the hammer to the others he had stoled
a stream of water ran down the rock beside him
he bent down to take some in his hand
but salt was all he tasted, it was the sweat of a steel drivin’ man
A thousand chinamen had come before him
to lay the rails of the wild young west
but John Henry was the only to beat the steam drill down
and he fell with a pain in his chest
lightning struck the ground beside him,
the devil was coming for his soul
Boethius grabbed the hammer out of John Henry’s hand;
he heard a bell began to toll, somewhere a bell began to toll
The pounding still continued, half a job lay ahead
Boethius was walking through a dream without a bed
So he dragged on for a week and another went by, too
when he came upon a half a boot, its lumber smelled like new
an old man sat grumbling ‘you can’t get good help these days.’
and he went back to pounding ten inch spikes, his eyes in a sleepless
glaze
this was a man getting orders from a testy god on high
and he was working on deadline as he looked up at the sky
‘Take a rest, old man, you need it, in an hour it’ll be dark.’
Let me have that hammer and I’ll finish up your arc.’
Well, Noah was wary of the stranger
but his body was weary, too
as he handed over the hammer a bitter wind blew
that night it started to drizzle, the next day it really poured
Jukebox built a raft with the three hammers he had scored
na-slak-ama-tsu-mara-ra-goo-goo-boo-be-joob-be-be-be-beefen-be-bebeethodeafen-en-en-ana-na-na-ni-be-belle-and-da-dam-na-meusabbathzeusozzyzeusabbazeusozzyzeus...
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Four hammer, three hammer, two hammer, one--left over but ya still ain’t done
He had walked sixteen hours, he walked sixteen more
his stomach was on empty, his nerves rattled ‘til they were sore
he comes upon a chinese dive, an ‘open’ sign lightly swung
under a bigger half-lit neon sign that tried to say ‘Lei Kung’
10 tables clothed in blood red and none of ‘em occupied
he flipped open a menu but only a mirror lay inside
a bowl appeared before him, a girl says ‘Pleased to serve you rice.
But you spill it, Lei Kung get angry, customer never leave alive’
Boethius chuckled and attacked that rice like this supper was his last
he was just starting to think clearly when his future hit his past
he reached for the soy sauce and knocked the bowl to the floor
and the sound of a thousand chinese new years filled the world with a roar
Boethius made for the exit but his luck was running foul
Lei Kung’s standing in the doorway with claws of a crow and a big head
like an owl
he’s got a cleaver clutched in one claw and a Black & Decker in the other
Boethius was thinking twice about taking on the little mother
an evil little voice whispered from behind the feathered mask
‘Ten courts of hell await you if you can’t answer what I ask.’
Now, every out was blocked with fire, every exit raised in flame
Boethius eyed that hammer and said ‘I’ll play your little game’
Lei Kung spoke in a voice that terrified the souls of all who pray
‘Why are those who’ve sinned punished with such delay?’
Boethius raised a massive eyebrow, said ‘The answer could be yours,
but if I know then I walk with that hammer out your door.’
Lei Kung nodded but you should’ve seen his temperature climb
when Boethius says ‘Even a god can only be in one place at a time.’
He grabbed that Black & Decker and headed out the nearest door
he heard the sound of hell behind him rising up through the floor
Lei-kung-ung-mimi-mir-ir-nomir-noah-oah-woda-noah-nietzschedwarf-arfsmi-thor-or-omulus-romul-romul-rom-da-doo-ron-ron...
Thunder gods from China, thunder gods from Greece
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Holy blacksmiths from Persia, their souls finally released
War lords from Babylonia who crack heads like they were eggs
They all came up through Lei Kung’s floor right between his legs
Etrusan gods of death who carried their hammers with iron glove
to finish off those lying on the battle fields of love
to finish off those dying on the battle fields of love
the last chinaman on a railroad with a chain around his neck
the last shipbuilder working for an angry god on spec
those
those
those
those

who
who
who
who

worked in forges of destruction that fed the mouths of war
forged Teutonic cymbals now still forevermore
forged the swords for slayers of dragons we all know
forged the sword so sweet that dealt the final blow

Anicius Manlius Severinus Boethius!
hammering the nail that holds up the sky
hammering on the cross we bear for letting Jesus die
hammering upon your head in the bed in which you sleep
they’ll hammer you into the motherless ground
until you’re sixteen hammer blows deep
one hammer, two hammer, three hammer, four...

It Ain’t Over
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It ain’t over
‘til they disconnect the phone
It ain’t over
‘til we’re standing all alone
You can’t hear me and I can’t hardly speak
I think I heard ‘last call’ sometime last week
The shouting turned to a whisper and it whispers to me
If it ain’t over ‘til it’s over
then what wasn’t, still might be
It ain’t over
‘til they kill the lights
It ain’t over
‘til they send us out into the night
You can’t feel me when I slumber next to you
dreaming of better days when our rage flew
The shouting has become a whisper and it whispers to me
If it ain’t over ‘til it’s over
then what wasn’t, still might be
Mama was a beauty, father was a swan
sister Helen out back turnin’ them Trojans on
We all feel lucky when girl meets boy
but you gotta know the moment when its time to leave Troy
It ain’t over
‘til home is round the bend
It ain’t over
‘til the roof gives way my friend
I guess my mind’s still willing but the body’s just too weak
They ran our beloved diva offstage like she was just another
freak
Her voice turns to a whisper and it whispers to me
If it ain’t over ‘til it’s over
then what wasn’t, still might be

Music for ‘The Manson
Family’
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Sharon, come out to play
Maybe tomorrow there’ll be hell to pay
But I feel fine today
Drive with me in the broad daylight
Ride with me, we can drop out of sight
I feel fine today
but I could feel better
In the heat of the valley sun
My heart has bled for you today
Open up your door, I wanna blow your mind out
open up your door, baby I time has come now
I feel fine today
but I could feel better
In the heat of the valley sun
My heart has bled for you today
Sharon, come out to play
Maybe tomorrow there’ll be hell to pay
But I feel fine today
Drive with me in the broad daylight
Ride with me, we can drop out of sight
I feel fine today
but I could feel better
In the heat of the valley sun
My heart has bled for you today
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Music for ‘levelline’
One Thousand Great Franks
(1999)
Frank Sinatra
Frank Viola
Frankenstein
Frank Scheffer
Frankie (and Johnny)
Frankie goes to Hollywood
Frank Zappa
Frank Oâ€™ Gehry
Anne Frank
Frank van Borselen
François Rollinat
The Salian Franks
Ilya M. Frank
Leonhard Frank
Franklin Pierce
Franklin Delano Roosevelt
Frédéric François Chopin
Francis I
Francis II of France
Sir Francis Bacon
Sir Francis Drake
Francisco Pizarro
Franz Josef I
Franz Josef II
César Franck
Franco of Cologne
Francisco Bossiniensis
Pier Francesco Cavalli
François Couperin
Francesco Gasparin
François Joseph Gosser
Francisco Guerrero
Francis Berton
Frank Howes
François Marie Arouet Voltaire
Francis Poulenc
Francesco Provenzale
Franky Douglas
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Frankie Miller
Frances-Marie Uitti
Frank Barsalona
St. Francis of Assisi
Francis the Horse
Aretha Franklin
Benjamin Franklin
Harmonica Frank
Frankie Lymon
Frankie Vaughn
Frank Martin
Fanny Blankers-Koen
Frank Morgen
Al Franken
Frank Oâ€™ Hara
Frank Stella
Frank Rich
Frank Loesser
Frank Capra
Caroyln Franklin
Piero della Francesca
Erma Franklin
Frankie Valli
Frankie Avalon
Francesco Clemente
Robert Frank
Francisco de Goya
Francis Picabia
Sam Francis
Francis Schroeder
Frank Whaley
Frank Fitzgerald
Frank Black
Connie Francis
Francis Ferdinand
Francis of Parla
Francis of Sales
Saint Francis Xavier

James Frank
Francisco Franco
Ivan Franco
Frank Marino
Frank Beachum
Madeline Helen Clayborn
Frank
Frank Condron
Frank Morrison
Frank Herbert
Frank Murey
Frank Zane
Francis Haskell
Frank Rosolino
Frankie Newton
Frank Freedom
Frank Bastone
Frank Blunt
Frank Corrente
Frank Parker
Frank Chickens
Dr. Frank
Frank Matheis
Frank W. Murphy
Frank Carson
Lisa Frank
Frank Entsmingen
Francis Sadera
Francis Thompson
Diane Francis
Dick Francis
Francis Schaeffer
Francis Ford Coppola
Francis Stuart
Frank van Bommel
Franz Schubert
Franz Liszt
Franz Joseph Haydn
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Franchois Barbry
Frants Beier
Frans van Bree
Frans Coenen
Johannes Franciscus Dupont
Robert Franz
Francesco Geminiani
François Halma
François Hemony
Franchois van Heurck
Francis Koenen
François Koopman
Francesco Petrarca
Adriana Jacoba Francisca
Piepers
Frans Piton
Francesco Carlo Ricciotti
Frans Rijk
Frants Edvard RÃ¶ntgen
Franz Schreker
Frans Stroober
Franz WÃ¼llner
Zino Francescatti
James Franck
François Vase
Sir John Franklin
Karl Emil Franzos
Franz Kafka
François-Joseph Bélanger
Heinrich Ignaz Franz Biber
Giovanni Francesco Busenello
Francesco Buti
François André DanicanPhilidor
Jean-François Lyotard
Francesco Gasparini
Francesco Geminiani
Francesco Landini
Franz Xaver Richter

Franz Tunder
Francesco Antonio Urio
Francesco Maria Veracini
François Villon
Franz Widmung
Archduke Franz Ferdinand
Jerome Frank
François Geny
Francis Lieber
Francis H. Parker
Francis Suarez
Francis of Meyronnes
François Rabelais
François Arago
Nancy Frank
Francis Brown
Peter Frank
Frank Youmans
Frank Popper
Frank van Berkel
Frans Friederich
Frank Bridge
Frans Rutten
Frans de Ruiter
Frenk Casteleyn
Franz Reizenstein
Franco Donatoni
Micheal Franks
Frances Sakoian
Marie François Bichat
Frank Conrad
Francis Henry Crick
Francis Galton
Frank Gifford
Frank Kellogg
Franz KÃ¶ller
Franz Lehar
Franz Mesmer
Jean François Millet
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Francis Parkman
Francis Place
Frank Podmore
Frank Woolworth
Cleveland Francis Jr.
J. L. Frank
Paul Franklin
Tillman Franks
Archie Francis
Paul Franklin
Ferenc Farkas
Ferenc SzabÃ³
Frank Denyer
Frank Rich
Frank Whaley
Frank L. Baum
Frank McCourt
Frank Robinson
Frank Thomas
Frank Bidart
Frank Cadogan Cowper
Bride of Frankenstein
Frank Frazetta
Frank Kelly Freas
Frank Tashlin
Frank Bridge
Frank Wedekind
Eric Frank Russel
Frank Grimes
Frank Ewald
Frank W. Haubold
Fran Tarkenton
Francis (Fanny) Murray
Francis Ouimet
Franco Harris
Frank Brimsek
Frank Calder
Frank Leahy
Frank McGuire

Frank Scott
Frank Selke
Frank Shorter
Frank Thomas
Frank Yankovic
Frank Zimboni
Dr. Victor E. Frankl
Franz Beckenbauer
Frank N. Magid
Frank DiSipio
Frank Scanlon
Frank H. McClung
Frank Maratta
Frank Bucaro
Frank Watkins
Robert Frank Wilson
Reginald Frank
William Frank
Frank X Oâ€™Neil
Frank Oâ€™ Brien
Harry Frank
Frank Buck
Frank van Marwijk
Frank Bernard, Jr.
Frank Schnell
Frank Labuz
D. Micheal Frank
Frank Boeijen
Frank Ferguson
Frank de Boer
Frank Boeyen
Frank Ronald
Frank Boeien
Frank Neubauer
Frank Rosen
Frank Everdij
Frank KÃ¶hler
Martin Frank
Frank van der Linde

Frank Moos
Frank Louis van Sermon
Frank Uijlenbroek
Frank X. Soree
Frank van der Pol
Frank Beermann
Frank Franzen
Frank Janssen
Frank Sneep
Frank Dehne
Frank Wijnen
Frank de Vliegender
Hollander
Frank Dries
Frank Wardenier
Frank Leuwerink
Frank Koster
Frank Heule
Frank M.K. Sijbenga
Frank van Bokhoven
Frank Tinnes
Frank de Glas
Frank Masmeijer
Frank de Jong
Frank Groothof
Frank Vermeer
Frank van Dijk
Frank Beijen
Frank Kuiper
Frank Driessen
Frank van Oirschot
Bruce Franklin â€˜Sonnyâ€™
Garrish
Mary Frances Penick
Frank Jenkins
Frank Hutchinson
Leo Frank
Frank Welling
Frank â€˜Hyloâ€™ Brown

Frank Zammataro
Frank G. Brandenberg
Frank Bracken
Larry Frank
Edward H. Frank
Frank Requenna
Phil Franks
Frank B. Brokken
Frank Kardel
Frank R. Wolf
Frank Farmer
Frank Schiele
Frank Schaffer
Frank Pilhofer
Frank Lautenberg
Lisa Frank
Frank Hecker
Frank Turben
Frank Crosby Wyman
Frank William Wyman
Caroline Frank
John A. Frank
Curtis Ray Frank
Darrell Frank
David H. Frank
Donald Frank
Dora Lee Frank
Edna Pearl Frank
Frank Thies
Frank Moesle
Frank Kelly
Frank S. Pappalardo
Frank Wardenier
Frank Renner
Frank C. Owens
Frank Spangler
Frank Hereford Spangler
Frank R. Kschischang
Frank H. Dale
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Girl Frank
Frank Drewes
Frank Thomas
Liz Frank
Frank Neef
Frank Howard Allen
Frank D. Miller
Frank Filkins
Jason David Frank
Frank Drake
Frank Harris
Frank Erwin
Lars Frank
Francesco Barromini
Frank Moberg Hansen
Frank Schwalfenberg
Frank Siteman
Frank McCarthy
Frank Sargeant
Frank Wu
Frank Teschmaker
Frank Wolf
Frank Griggs
Frank Armstrong
Frank Langewin
Frank Buckmaster
Franck Muller
Francobobolli Philatery Sait
Dick Francis
Francis Ng Chun-yu
Frank Godfrey
Frank Micheals
Frank Postel
Fabulous Frank
Joe Frank
Frank Guterman
Frank Bossen
Howard Frank
Frank Henry

Frank Oberte
Frank Eliassen
Frank Coady
Frank Nicotra
Frank Farian
Mimi Frank
Frank Zindler
Frank Porter Graham
Frank Covino
Frank Avruch
Frank Perkins
Frank Barber
Bunny Frank
Frank Brink
Frank Hunter
Frankie Capp
Frankie Carle
Frank Rullo
Frank Leal
Frank Comstock
Frank Carroll
Frank Foster
Frank Rosolino
Frank Elliott
Frankie Fenelli
Frank Capp
Benjamin Frankel
Frankie Y Los Matadores
Peter Frankl
Billy Franklin
Rodney Franklin
Frank Divito
Frank Garisto, Jr.
Frankie Laine
Frankie Lee
Frank Flynn
Frank Loffler
Frank Luther
Frank Parker
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Frank Moore
Frank W. Asper
Frank Morgan
Frank Poretta
Frank Roane
Frankie Micheals
Frank Wakefield
Frank Delaney Kettering
Frank Jones
Franklin Wilke
Frank James Marvin
Frank McCravy
Frank Welling
Frances Preston
Chris Frank
Leonard Franklin Slye
Frank Walker
Frank â€œCiceroâ€
Weaver
Claude Francois
Frédéric Francois
Frank Carillo
Frankie Carle
Frank Chacksfield
Frank Connors
Frank Dell
Frank DeVol
Frank Fontaine
Frank Stanley
Harry Frankel
Charles Franklin
Frankie Froba
Joe Frank
Frank Harris
Frank Ifield
Franklyn McCormack
Frank Mills
Frank Ortega
Frank Pourcel

Frankie Ray
Frank Sinatra, Jr.
Frank Skinner
Frank Stallone
Frankie Stein
Frank Wess
Frank Yankovic
Frances Densmore
Frank Kuenstler
Frances Farmer
Frances Wickes
Francis Meres
Francis Beaumont
Frank Kermode
Francis Gentlemen
Frantisek Drtikol
Franco Fontana
Frank Horvat
Franz Lazi
Franz Roh
Francesco Borromini
Frank den Oudsten
François Cavillies
François Mansart
Francesco Primaticcio
St. Franciscus
Francis Smith
Fanny Hurst
Francis Jammes
Franz Mark
Franc van Gurp
Franklin Steele
Frank Baker
Frank Chance
Frankie Frisch
Frank Graham
Jay Franklin
Frankie Libran
Francis Cooley

Ron Francis
Francesca de Grandis
Francesca Bertini
Francesca Caccini
Francis X. Bushman
Francesca Giarini
Francesca Radcliffe
Fanny Hill
Fanny Bush
Fanny Farres
Fanny Cécile
Mendelssohn
Fanny Burney
Fanny Bucahanan
Fanny J. Crosby
Fanny Fern
Fanny Price
Fanny Tarnow
Miss Fanny J. Bush
Fanny Allan
Fanny Howe
Fanny Ardant
Fanny Lewald
Fanny Howe
François Aubry
Frank Bacon
Franco Battista
Franco Bastita
François Beauchemin
François Bertrand
Francois Brault
Francois Bujold
Francis Damberger
Francine Desbiens
Jean-François Després
François Gingras
Françoise Hartmann
François Jalbert
François Labonté

Jean-François Mercier
Jean-François Monette
Jean-François Pouliot
Francine Prévost
Francine SaÃ¯a
François Séguillon
Francine E. Zuckerma
Frank P. Bibas
Frank Borzage
Frank Bracht
Frank Brendel
Frank Butler
Frank Cavett
Frank Christopher
Frank Churchill
Frank P. Clark
Franklin Coen
Frank Cordell
Frank Crandell
Dr. Frank Daniel
Frank Darabont
Frank Finlay
Frederic M. Frank
Harriet Frank, Jr.
Melvin Frank
Scott Frank
David Frankel
Chester Franklin
Richard Franklin
Sidney Franklin
M. J. Frankovich
Y. Frank Freeman
Frank Galati
Franke Harling
Frank P. Herrnfeld
Frank Hotaling
Frank E. Hughes
Frank P. Keller
Frank Lloyd
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Frank McCarthy
Frank McKelvy
Frank R. McKelvy
Frank Marshall
Frank A. MontaÃ±o
Frank Morriss
Frank Mouris
Frank S. Nugent
Frank Partos
Frank Perkins
Frank Perry
Frank Phillips
Frank Pierson
Frank Planer
Franke Previte
Frank Ricotta
Frank Ross
Frank Santillo
Franklin J. Schaffner
Frank X. Shaw
Frank Sullivan
Frankie Sullivan III
Frank Tarloff
Frank Tuttle
Frank J. Urioste
Frank Van der Veer
Frank E. Warner
Melvin Frank
Frank Perry
John Frankenheimer
Frank Yablans
Francis Faragoh
Freddie Francis
Kirk Francis
Richard Francis-Bruce
Francis Lai
Francis Lyon
Francis Thompson
Dr. A. Francis Turner

Francis Veber
Paul Francis Webster
Françoise Bonnot
François Boyer
Franklin Coen
Chester Franklin
Richard Franklin
Sidney Franklin
Franklin B. Hansen
Franklin J. Schaffner
David DiFrancesco
Frances Flaherty
Frances Goodrich
Francesca Lo Schiavo
Frances McDormand
Frances Marion
Frances Reid
Frances Walsh
Frances Steloff
Franz Bachelin
Franz F. Planer
Franz Planer
Franz Waxman
Franz Seitz
Jess Franco
Francois Truffaut
Kay Francis
Franchot Tone
Jean-Charles François
Fanny Ellsa
Dawn Frank
Holley Frances Farmer
Frank Ferrel
Sergei Franklin
Francis Cosne
Francois Peier
Francois Dorleac
Francesca Annis
Francoise Bonnot
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Franciso Rabal
Francoise Lugagne
Meirion Francis Lewis
François Villon
François Crevola
François Monet
Franois-Xavier Bagnoud
François Gérard
François Pepin
François Boucher
François-Pierre Gingras
Marie Louise van
François
François Rabelais
François Morain
François Quesnay
François Tristan
François Duchain
Charles Frank Fratto, Jr.
Fab Frank
Frederick Frank Sumsion
Frank McCourt
Julius Francis
Francois Bergier
Franz Beckenbauer
Frank Rijkaard
Frank van den Berg
Frank Herzen
Peter Frank
Frank Verlaat
François Gesthuizen
Frank Rooijakkers
Frank Farrelly
Frank Lemmens
Frank Galan
Frank Wingold
Frank Martinus Arion
Frank Bonnet
Francis BergÃ¨se

François Boucq
Frank Brichau
Francis Carin
Jean-François Charles
François Craenhals
François Dermaut
Francis Bertrand
Philippe Francq
Frank Le Gall
Frank Giroud
Frans PiÃ«t
François Plisson
Frank Richards
François Rivière
François Schuiten
Francis VallÃ¨s
François Walthéry
Franziska Becker
Jean-François Biard
Franco Bonvi
François Bourgeon
François Corteggiani
Jean-François Di Giorgio
Franz Drappier
François Marcela-Froideval
Francine Graton
Françoise Hugues
François Matille
Frank Miller
Frank Richards
François RiviÃ¨re
François Schuiten
Nino Frank
Frank Budgen
Frank Goldman
François Grundbacher
Doro Franck
Franco Verdi
François Baschet

Jean-FranÇoid Bory
Francois Dufrêne
Franz Mons
Franca Sacchi
Frank Maefsky
Frank Lowe
Frank Wright
Frank Wollny
Frank Dolch
Francesco Balilla Pratella
Franco Casavola
Franz Kline
François Janicot
Franz Graf
Frank Lima
Ruth Franken
Francesco Cangiullo
Franziska Meifert
Franco Ballabeni
Frank Kirk
François Dallegret
Frank Lincoln Viner
Frans Wegler
Cosey Fanni Tutti
Franz Dreyer
Pier Francesco Tosi
Franz HabÃ¶ck
Frans Vester
Franz Xaver Richter
François Ragrenet
François-Joseph Gossec
Francesco Geminiani
Frans Bruggen
Jean-François Paillard
François Devienne
Gian Francesco Malipiero
Jean FranÇaix
Albert Fransella
François Bonn

Franz Xaver Wolfgang
Mozart
Franz Krommer
Franz Anton Hoffmeister
Franz Danzi
Franz Benda
Francesco Maria Veracini
François Danican Phlidor
Francesco Barsanti
Frank Wekler
Frank Beach
François Boulanger
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Man Like Me
(2001)
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You could travel to the earth’s four corners
you could cross every river twice
cross every river twice
you could see all there is to see
be in every place there is to be
but you’ll never meet another man like me
Man like me,
man like me.
Who could ever be a man like me.
Your wrecking ball can swing from here ‘til Tuesday
against my walls that fall and crumble to dust
fall down and crumble to dust
you can push the great, wide prairie into the sea
as foolish as that would be
but you’ll never, never ever make another man like me.
Man like me,
man like me.
Who would ever be a man like me.
Man like me,
man like me.
Who would make a man like me.
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One Man’s Step (1999)

One man’s step is another man’s tumble.
One man’s trick is another man’s fold.
One man’s luck is running high as a ‘scraper,
the other’s getting by doing what he’s told.
One man’s fortune drops in his lap like a cookie
One man’s fortune lies just around the bend
One man’s fortune is laid out like a ruby red carpet
the other’s laid up, just hoping that the break will mend
I once was big in the twentieth century
but I coulda been bigger a hundred years before
I coulda been Ludwig van Beethoven
Yippy yiy yiy yippy yiy yiy yay
One man’s tune is another man’s doorbell
One man’s time waits like a dog at his feet,
One man’s troubles hide away when he calls
the truth hunts another down like a helpless sheep
One man’s pride leads another to the gallows
One man’s vine is watered by another man’s thirst
One man’s walking to a chair full of wires
there’s a crowd running for the lever, all trying to get there first
I once was big in the twentieth century
but I coulda been bigger a hundred years before
I coulda been Ludwig van Beethoven
Yippy yiy yiy yippy yiy yiy yay

Superior Oblique (2000)

I’m asking the questions
I’m asking the questions here.
I carry my images with me in a little bag.
So I can watch them anytime.
Now I press the button.
Now I hear the whirr.
You’re like a picture to me.
I’m lifting my mind’s eye.
Hydraulic pumping eyelid.
Hydraulic pumping mind.
I’m stopping the diffraction down.
I’m feeling coma coming on.
Superior Oblique.
Superior Oblique, h-honey.
We gulp down evil.
Choke on good.
Superior Oblique.
Superior Oblique, h-honey.
Out of body.
No point of view.
I carry my buildings with me in a little bag.
So I can build them anytime.
I never grieve at the wrecking ball’s swing.
Dust myself off and hit the road to glory.
I rotate my mind’s eye.
Down and sideways.
Up and back.
A little pulley, a little ring.
A little image gliding on a track.
I’m lifting my mind’s eye.
Hydraulic pumping eyelid.
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Music for ‘Ornithopter’
The First Two Letters (2001)

70

Hydraulic pumping mind.
I’m stopping the diffraction down.
I’m feeling coma coming on.

71

Jack and Jill
had a little time to kill
hanging on their cellphones
sending dirty messages by satellite ‘cross the lunch room
Unzip your mind
tossing and spinning and crossing up the rhyme
la-dee-da
la-dee-dee
me-me-me-me-media
the first two letters are ‘me’
Jill love Jack
Jack love her right back
‘til one day when his phone book wouldn’t dial up
so he dials her number himself
puts the seven before the five
sends his love-get-down message to a number in SoHo
Cindy wrote back
“S ‘n M,
S ‘n MS
I don’t know what it means
but I’d like to guess...”
You take a ride
you turn it wide
you can get your fender dented
la-dee-da
la-dee-dee
me-me-me-me-media
the first two letters are ‘me’
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Beverwijck Overture
Based on a diary
fragment of Antony de
Hooges (1647)

In the year sixteen forty-seven
A fish appeared before us
here in the colony Beverwijck.
Snow-white. Without fins.
Round of body. Round and large.
He blew water up out of his head, up out of his head.
Only God knows what it means.
Snow-white, from so far away.
Snow-white.

Music for ‘Oud & Nieuw’
Walk (2002)
Walk
Walk
Walk
Walk

like
like
like
like
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it just can’t rain on your party
you feel no pain tonight
the light of the moon shines for you
you know I’m the one who adores you

A walk like-a chocolate and brandy
A walk so sleek, like a limosine
Walk ‘cause the moonlight shines above
Take a walk with me in the garden of love
I was down, down, down, so down
In need of resurrection
You picked me out of the lost & found
when you walked in my direction
Walk like a winner, baby, that’s your name
You got the key in your pocket to my ball and chain
Walk like a praying mantis for me
walk right onto my coverstory
walk like the stars bid you farewell, baby
walk ‘cause there’s danger in the air tonight
Walk like you’re walking from the scene of a crime
cool and smooth; baby, take your time
I was down, down, down, so down
In need of resurrection
You picked me out of the lost & found
when you walked in my direction
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Baton Rouge Massacre

Month of Ghosts
(for Ayelet Harpaz)

75

Rise, O mother of all our sorrows
Mom shot Dad.
She said, “Manny, you were my king, but three’s a crowd.”
I was born in the backwaters of Baton Rouge
with a long, gleaming silver spoon in my mouth
lifted from the service of the gov’ner of Louisiana
my Daddy, Manny T. Rhodes
Manny was gone.
Getting another medal from the Legionaires. (Fifth time this year).
A Cuban lover came knocking, he danced so smooth across my
mama’s ballroom floor.
Foul thoughts, foul play, a greedy paramour.
“Mourning becomes her,” you heard them say.
Who wouldn’t want to play queen for a day
The first lady of Louisiana had the body tied down so it wouldn’t float
and moved in to her old man’s office on a sympathy vote
So far away, I know, dear little brother O.
I’ll miss you so
But there at least I can cry in the sunshine of Riobamba
no New Orleans paparazzi creeping about
I’ll SMS you once from Texas and once from Ecuador.
We’ll make a plan when things cool out for old Mom and her Havana
paramour.

Oh, mama, you were the one
we could run from the sword but couldn’t dodge the gun
had we only known the whole story, that the talk was for real
had we lived to tell, had we understood the deal
Every priest in Hong Kong, all the thieves in Taipei
knew mama’s blood-stained flightjacket, mama’s glasses from Gucci,
mama’s eyes, t wo slivers of burning bright gray
all would bear witness to your strength under fire,
to your merciless and radiant nerves of steel
had they lived to tell, had they understood the deal
As I flew low and quiet, through the darkness,
over the Straight of Formosa
Sis should of been looking for the coast
but she was looking towards the sky
We saw ten thousand spirits raining down like black sparrows
as the moon rises up for the seventh time this year
on the eve of the Month of Ghosts
When your friends from Pingtan pulled up to the strip, all smiles and flash
I put out my hand, but they never pulled out the cash
Wulong and diamonds
a twin-engine going nowhere
My rear-view mirror gave the future away
you could measure it in seconds, in a fraction of a day
a fraction of a morning, my cigarette falls to the floor
as my head hit the dashboard, Sis crawled out the other door
How big was your trigger?
the wound would not mend
your first born floated ‘round the river bend
How long were your tears?
they got Sis, too, in the end
your second born floated ‘round the river bend
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So farewell O mother, we bid you goodbye
We’ll drop in next year, sometime in July
© 2003 volsap Music, Amsterdam
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My Visions of Madame
Blavatsky

77

Madame Blavatsky:

Daniel de Lange:

II.

Just across the border
from where the whores of Ensenada lie in wait
for the well-tequila’d hombres
on the way home from the bullfight
where a young matador stares at the gate

De Lange

IV.

Madame Blavatsky and Daniel de Lange:

Well the missionaries came to save the red man
and God came in to save the ones they missed
and the sun shone down on a little harbor town
where the girls remember ev’ry sailor they ever kissed

Time was not,
for it lay asleep in the infinite bosom of duration.
Infinite,
causeless,
in dreamless sleep.

Just across an ocean
ten hundred thousand miles before tonight
In nineteen eight and ten out of Rotterdam
the rain poured down
never set foot in that kikkerland again

Madame Blavatsky:

Just across the border
from where hands are cracked and bleeding from the hoe
We got orange and lemon trees
a salty water breeze
the tumbleweeds just blow on down the road
Blow on down, just blow on down, just blow on down...
Madame Blavatsky:

III.

Who knows the secret?
The Secret
based on the texts of H.P. Blavatsky
Who proclaimed it here?
Whence this manifold, whence this manifold creation sprang?
The Seven themselves came later into being.
Who knows from whence this great creation sprang?

The White Whale

of Beverwijck
In the year sixteen forty-seven
A fish appeared before us
based on a diary fragment of
Antony de Hooges (1647)
here in the colony Beverwijck.
Snow-white. Without fins.
Round of body. Round and large.
He blew water up out of his head, up out of his head.
Only God knows what it means.
Snow-white, from so far away.
Snow-white.

VII.

Nor Aught nor Nought existed;
yon bright sky was not,
nor heaven’s broad roof outstretched above.
What covers all? What shelters? What conceals?
Nor Death, nor Breath nor nought immortal.
Nor Day, nor Night
The only One breathed breathless by itself.

The Seventh
Vision
based partially on the texts of
H. P. Blavatsky and A. de Hooges

Darkness there was, veiled was all, in Gloom profound.
An ocean without light, without light.
The germ that lay covered in the husk, covered in the husk burst forth,
one nature, from the fervent, from the fervent heat.
And when the subterranean flame shall burst
flame shall burst its prison
and devour, and devour and devour the flame
Nor Aught nor Nought existed; yon bright sky was not.
What co-vered all? What covered all?
What sheltered and what concealed?
And when the subterranean flame shall burst
flame shall burst its prison

Speed of Light
(for Edgard Varése)
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here in the colony Beverwijck.
Snow-white. Without fins.
Round of body. Round and large.
He blew water up out of his head,.
Madame Blavatsky and Daniel de Lange:
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Ranger 8 and Ranger 9 crashed into the moon
didn’t you see their snapshots of that waterless lagoon?
pictures full of silence,
holes the size of Kansas
when they never made it back, I thought we’d messed it up for good
bad dreams fall out of the sky, just like I said they would
whoosh, whoosh
what a starry night
gotta catch up to the sp-sp-speed of light

Light is cold flame
Flame is fire
Fire is heat
Heat yields water.
Daniel de Lange:
Just across the border
from where the whores of Ensenada lie in wait
for the well-tequila’d hombres
on the way home from the bullfight
where a young matador stares at the gate
Palm trees sway at the waters edge
Sandy beaches as long as the eye can see
Well, the missionaries came to save the red man
Who will come to save me?
Daniel de Lange and Chorus:
Come to save me, come to save me
Who will come to save me?

I’m getting moonsick and homesick over you
the smell of stardust always makes me blue
a moonbeam is my rudder,
a waterlily my boat
the big wide screen horizon, it seemed like a good idea at the time
Forget your date with the brave new world, get out the vodka
and the lime
whoosh, whoosh
what a starry night
gotta catch up to the sp-sp-speed of light
push, push
push me into flight
gotta catch up to the sp-sp-speed of light
whoosh, whoosh
com’n, hold me tight
we’re gonna live forever at the sp-sp-speed of light
as we slowly fall to pieces over a thousand years
one by one, each part’s replaced ‘til nothing’s what it appears
my future’s set on rewind, I jump forward into my past
oh, saint augustine
oh, doctor nerve
oh, mama
its all over and over and over and over and over...
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The Ships
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Sailor:
Come away, fellow sailors
our anchors rise with the sun
take one last ride on that salty fil
whose heart you have won
and silence her mourning
with vows of returning once more
Tho’ those loveless waves will never set us back
on King George’s shore
Maiden:
Rise up, slumbering sailors
your anchors rise with the sun
Tonight brings yet another crew
whose coin have yet to be spun
we’ll wave you off this morning
we’ll long to hold you once more
Tho’ those loveless waves will never set you back
on King George’s shore
Sailor:
Ale soaked brain
Chowder in the gut
We sail in the morning
without maiden or mutt
Gin and molasses
bread, water and fuel
beef for the captain
for the rest of us gruel
Forty days in St. Helens to mend a broken ship
no sailor here with a farthing left, no man without a busted lip
Together:
Lassies in spades
cabin boys, too
They’re all climbin’ the masts
of the Centurion crew
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Sailor:
Ale soaked brain
Chowder in the gut
The last to pull a blade
is the first one cut
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Tho’ those loveless waves will never set me (you) back
on King George’s shore
Tho’ those loveless waves will never set me (you) back
on King George’s shore

The love of sweet Jesus must shine down on my stake
the last three ships that left these port sailed to a watery wake
Maiden:
Pack it in your carpet bag
the tide won’t wait
you sail ‘round the Cape
looking for Spanish freight
Together:
Salty cold night wind
man frozen in the nest
you can die a hundred ways
when your east turns west
Crew half starved
Captain playin’ chess
you can die a hundred ways
when your east turns west
The charts pointed higher but the charts was wrong
Fifteen hundred men. missed Manila and drown
Sailor:
I’m climbin’ up the mizzen
not a damn gull in view
I’m climbin’ up the mizzen
I’m climbin’ to you
Sailor: Come away,
Maiden:	Rise thee up,
Fellow sailors
six anchors rise with the sun
out of sight, out of mind for the day is done
We’ll part, grieving, this morning
we’ll long to replay it once more
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